We analyze the categories of highest weight modules with a semiregular generalized infinitesimal character for the two exceptional Hermitian symmetric cases. These categories are completely described, and, as a consequence, we see that the combinatorial description of the general (regular integral) categories of highest weight modules previously given in the classical cases holds also in the exceptional cases.
Introduction
In [4] , the categories of highest weight modules were analyzed in the setting of classical Hermitian symmetric pairs. The main themes involved reduction from regular to semiregular generalized infinitesimal character and application of certain equivalences of categories which allowed an induction on the rank of the Lie algebra. For the exceptional cases we were not aware that the same principles apply.
More specifically, in [4] certain sets of orthogonal roots were described. It was shown for the classical Hermitian symmetric cases that these sets of roots could be used to combinatorially describe the important structure constants of the categories of highest weight modules. In particular they describe the composition factors of generalized Verma modules, the homomorphisms between generalized Verma modules, extensions between generalized Verma modules and simple modules and the Kazhdan-Lusztig-Vogan polynomials. In this paper we analyze the categories of highest weight modules with a semiregular generalized infinitesimal character for the two exceptional Hermitian symmetric cases. These categories are completely described and, as a consequence, we see that the combinatorial description of the general (regular integral) categories of highest weight modules given in [4] holds in the exceptional cases as well as in the classical cases. Many of the above described structure constants of these categories in the exceptional cases are already known (e.g. [1] , [2] , and [5] ). However, what we present here, the description of the semiregular categories, is new, and shows that the exceptional cases are consistent with the combinatorial axioms from which the results of [4] emerge.
The case (E6,D5)
We shall adhere to most of the notational conventions of [4] . Refer to that Memoir for any unexplained notation. Let g denote the complex Lie algebra of type E6 and let p_ -m® u be a maximal parabolic subalgebra with u Abelian. Then [m, m] is a simple Lie algebra of type D5. Let h be a Cartan subalgebra of both m and g. Using the notation of §2 of [4] , for X e 3Pm we have generalized Verma modules N(g_,p,X) = N(X) and categories of highest weight modules <f(g_,p,X) = tf(X). Let tf -cf(p), p the half sum of a fixed set of positive roots for g_. The highest weights (plus p ) which occur in tf correspond to the elements of W-. This partially ordered set is given in Figure  2 The elements of 3F correspond to the simple modules in tf (p -toa). To simplify notation we put tfa = tf(p -toa) for any simple root a . It is easily seen from Figure 2 .1 that for each simple root a the set Wa consists of 6 elements and is linearly ordered by the Bruhat order. So for any a we will write Wa = {wx ,w2, ... ,w6}, where wx < w2 < w3 < wA < w5 < w6 and the exact meaning of the w¡ will depend on the a. For example, the subset of W-denoted by Wa is given as (2.2) below. Proposition 2.3. Fix a simple root a and for \ < i < 6 let Ni = N(w¡(p-too¡)) and Li = L(w¡(p -coa)). Then (i) 7V6 is profective and is the projective cover of L6. For 1 < i < 5 the projective cover of Li and Ni is a nonsplit extension of TV by Nj+X.
( All of the semiregular categories tfa are equivalent in this equal root length case (cf. proof of 10.1 in [4] ). These equivalences are a consequence of a theorem of Vogan [6, Theorem 3.2] and correspond to pairs of adjacent simple roots (in the Dynkin diagram). Let x" denote this equivalence of tfa onto tfg whenever a and ß are adjacent simple roots. Since t" sends generalized Verma modules to generalized Verma modules it induces a bijection of Wa onto Wo. It is clear that this induced map must preserve Bruhat relations, and so in our wi notation for Wa it is the identity map.
In light of the above equivalences it suffices to prove the proposition when a is the simple root a . Moreover, the first statement of part (i) is well known and part (ii) follows from part (i) by constructing projective resolutions of the modules Nk using the information in part (i). Let Pi be the projective cover in tf of L , 1 < / <6.
Let ß be any simple root orthogonal to a , i.e. ß e {c,d ,e, /}. We see from 2.2 that Wa(lW" has only one element, say wi. This implies that the category tfa g =tf(p -tua -o)ß) has a unique simple module M that is projective and is a generalized Verma module. Let </>: tfa " -► tfa be the appropriate Zuckerman translation functor. By [3, §5] , <t>(M) is the projective cover Pi of L( and is a nonsplit extension of N¡ by N¡+x (since w¡s" = w¡+[ ). Refering to (2.2) we see that this paragraph proves part (i) for i = 1,2,3, or 4 . It remains only to analyze P5. This was the main difficulty we observed some years ago. We now offer a straightforward solution. Thus WdC\Wj-= {19} and so by the argument of the preceding paragraph x(P5) is a nonsplit extension of x(N5) by r(7V6). In particular, P5 is a nonsplit extension of N5 by N6. This completes the proof of the proposition.
The case (E7,E6)
Here we assume that ,£ has type E7 and m has type E6. Otherwise let notation be as in §2 with For any orthogonal simple roots ß and y let tf"=tf(p-a>"-a>). Put Wa =WoC\Wy so that Wß parameterizes the simple modules in tfßy. From Figure 3 .1 we see that WB is always a two-element set with one element less than the other in the Bruhat order. We now prove that each of the categories tfg resembles the category tf for 5/(2,C). Lemma 3.2. Let a, ß, and y be simple roots with a and ß adjacent and y orthogonal to both a and ß. Then tf and tf" are equivalent categories.
Proof. Let v be in W . Since u is Abelian, v must occur in one of the configurations in (3.3) . By the orthogonality of y we obtain subdiagrams of Figure 3 .1 of the form in (3.4) . Observe that each block in (3.4) contains a unique element of W" , say w . In the first block w = vs" and in the second block w = vsa . If p is a composition of the translation functor from tf to tf followed by the translation functor from tf to tfg then p (N(v(p-ton-toy) Proof. The first assertion follows easily from the previous lemma. So it suffices to analyze the case a = a and y = g. Then xx = 23 and x2 = 26 and x2 -xxsc. From Figure 3 .1 we see that the category tf (p -toa -ojc -oe ) has only one simple module A which must be a projective generalized Verma module. Tensoring from this cateogry out to tf (by a translation functor), A must be sent to the projective cover of Nx and this module is an extension of Nx by 7V*2. This proves the lemma.
We now turn to the analysis of the semiregular categories. As in §2, all of the semiregular categories tfa must be equivalent. As before, let xa":tfa -» tfg be this equivalence whenever a and ß are adjacent simple roots. Then t" induces a bijection from Wa to W" which preserves the Bruhat order. From Figure 3 .1 we obtain the Hasse diagrams of Wf and Wa as in (3.6).
Observe in particular that 16 is not less than 36 in the Bruhat order. As posets the sets Wa , a a simple root, are all isomorphic and we may enumerate all of these sets using the Hasse diagram in (3.7).
With this notation in hand we may describe the semiregular categories tf .
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And Proposition 3.8. Let a be a simple root. For -5 < j < 5 or j -0', let Nj = N(Vj(p -toa)) and L} = L(v}\p -toj). Let P¡ be the projective cover of Ni and L..
(i) For 0 < j < 4 (resp. j = 0'), P. is a nonsplit extension of TV by Nj+X (resp. N0, by Nx) ■ P5 = N5.
(ii) For -5 < j < -2, Pj has a Verma flag of length 4 with flag factors Nj, NJ+X, AL7,and N_.^. (iii) P_x has a Verma flag of length 4 with flag factors Nx , N0, NQ,, and Proof. As mentioned before, all of the categories tf axe equivalent. So to begin with we will assume that a is the simple root / and identify the poset of (3.7) with the first poset of (3.6). It is well known that P5 = N$. Let j be in {-5, -4,-3,-2,0,1,2,3,4}.
Then from (3.6) there isa unique simple root ß orthogonal to / with Vj: e Wf n Wß . Let </y c^V» -♦ tf, be the appropriate translation functor. Let P2 and Px be the indecomposable projective modules in tfj-g as described by (3. It remains only to analyze the two points v0, and v_x . For these two cases we take a to be the simple root a and identify (3.7) with the second poset in (3.6). Let (¡>g'.tfa -► <9a be the appropriate translation functor and let P2 and P. be the indecomposable projective modules in tf with A being a generalized Verma module. Then <t>g(P2) is the projective cover of NQ, and is an extension of NQI by N, . Similarly, <t>g(Px) is the projective cover of /V_, and has flag factors N_, , A/"0, Aq, , and Ar1 . This completes the proof of the proposition.
Proposition 3.9. Let a be a simple root and use the notation of (3.1) for Wa . For V) € Wa let N< = N(Vj(p -toj) and L} = L(Vj(p -coj).
(i) For 0 < j < t < 6, Extk(N ,,L,) = {cn ,f k='+J or k=l~s
(ii) For all indices j and I not covered by (i), Ext (N.,L,) = {c ' ,= ~Jṽ ' ■* 7 v " x J ' I' <■ 0 otherwise.
(When either j or I equals 0' then we interpret 0' as the integer 0 in computing k.)
Proof. The same argument which proves Lemma 14.12 in [4] gives these formulas. What is involved is the information in Lemma 3.5 and the algebraic mapping cone (cf. 14.3 and 14.4 in [4] ).
Associated root systems
All that remains to complete the program described in the introduction is to indicate the correspondence between the semiregular categories and certain subalgebras and subroot systems.
Fix a simple root a and let wx be the unique element of Wa of minimal length. Here uniqueness is easily verified from Figures 2.1 and 3. 1. Put px = wx(p -toa) and yx = -wxa. Let Wx be the centralizer of yx in W and Ax the root system of roots in A orthogonal to yx . Then Wx is the Weyl group of A, . Put A, m = Ax n Am and A| = wxA+ n A, .
In the earlier sections we considered Wa as a subset of the poset W-given in Figures 2.1 Proof. The type of the root system Aj is independent of the choice of a. To determine A, we give separate calculations for E, and for E1. Suppose that the simple root y labels an edge in the poset Wa . Then in the poset W-we have a subdiagram (4.3.a) where y and a axe orthogonal and u and v axe in Wa . Now suppose ß is another simple root not orthogonal to a. Since ua is in A(u~ ) and u is Abelian, we conclude that either (a) uß is in A(u) or (b) u(ß + a) is in A(u~). Suppose ß and y are orthogonal. Then in cases (a) and (b) we have respectively the two cases of (4.4).
Next suppose ß and y axe not orthogonal. First consider case (a); uß is in A(u). Since uy is in A(u) and v = us we have vß -usyß = uß + uy. Both uß and uy are roots of u, which is abelian. This contradiction eliminates this The functor x (u ,v g carries Wa to Wß and carries the pair (u,v) to (u ,v ), (u" ,v'), or (u ,v") respectively in the four cases. In the first two cases right multiplication by s carries one element of the pair to the other. For the third and fourth cases ô = a + ß + y is a root and the elements of the pairs are related by right multiplication by ss . Also ô is orthogonal to ß .
These facts prove that if Wa lies in one Wx -orbit for one choice of a then this holds for all a. However, the verifications of this for a = a axe easy with the dotted lines in (2.2) and (3.6) being given by the reflection só with ôx given as in (4.2) and (4.3). Now since \WX~| equals |2F|, w i-» wwx must carry Wx~ to Wa . This completes the proof of (ii).
When we combine this lemma with the descriptions of the semiregular categories given in §2 and §3 we find that all of the results of the Memoir [4] hold here as well when we apply the constructions involving sets of orthogonal roots to the root system A, . 
